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The Year Ahead
Professor Iain MacLeod, President of IESIS
I hope that I am able to be a worthy successor to Gordon Masterton as President.
Gordon is one of the foremost civil engineers in the UK; we have been very
fortunate to have had him as President. His creation of the Scottish Engineering
Hall of Fame very strongly supports the IESIS objective of: ‘To serve society by
celebrating engineering achievements and explaining the key role of engineering
as fundamental to our quality of life.’ This year we had a living inductee to the Hall
of Fame - Douglas Anderson, who gave an inspirational speech at the James Watt
Dinner (available as link in the HoF website). His main advice was that if you believe
that you can succeed you should not listen to those who say that you will fail.
He said:
“But at the end of all that struggle we succeeded in making a valuable imaging device that everyone said was
impossible technically, clinically unnecessary, and certainly doomed commercially. But we owe those Luddites
a debt because it was their infuriating scepticism and complacency that gave our thoughts their momentum.”
I expect that James Watt had similar opposition to his endeavours.
A matter for concern is the low level of technical expertise held by people at executive level in UK government
and industry. This is not a problem that can be ‘solved’. But we can do things that will help to change the public
perception of professional engineering - such as the Hall of Fame. Ideas from members about potential actions in
this direction would also be welcomed.
We have had a lot of positive feedback from those attending the Dinner. The Hall of Fame announcements and the
introduction of singers instead of a funny man seems to have been a popular combination. Also Sir John Parker
gave an excellent speech. Our claim that the James Watt Dinner is the highlight of the engineering social calendar
appears to have substance.
Our lecture series got off to a good start when Harry Osborn gave the University Lecture describing a rail system based
on the 1930s Bennie Railplane experiment. The ideas that he put forward should be given serious consideration by
transport planners.
My Presidential Address was mainly concerned with professional engineering competence. I believe that at the
top level, the standard of such competence is very high but that there are fundamental problems. While many
graduates find difficulty in finding suitable jobs in engineering, the message is being put out that there is a shortage
of engineers. It appears that not enough well trained engineers are coming forward. Engineering firms are finding
that they need to recruit top staff from abroad. What needs to be done? Can IESIS make a contribution? Another
of our objectives is: “To serve society by supporting and encouraging best practice in engineering education
and training at all levels”. We are discussing how to address this objective. Ideas from members would be very
welcome.
It is good to note that salary levels for engineers are rising. Frazer Mackay, MD of Foster Wheeler UK, in an excellent
talk for school pupils that we arranged in association with IStructE and ICE in September, stated that salary levels
of professional engineers are now competitive with those of other professions such as medicine and accountancy.
The Institution of Chemical Engineers’ Salary Calculator (http://www.icheme.org/salarycalculatorUK/ ) that can be
accessed from our profeng.org website, gives a median salary for all chartered UK engineers of £80,000.
We look forward to an active year for IESIS, seeking to promote our objectives and increase our membership. My first
attendance at an IESIS meeting was on the basis of an invitation from Jim Shipway who then gave me an application
form suggesting that I submit it. This is a simple positive action to support IESIS that we are asking all members to
make.
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Message from Phil Preston, Vice-President
I am delighted to have been invited to be Vice-President and I am looking forward
to supporting Iain MacLeod over the next two years. I also want to pay tribute
to Gordon Masterton as he hands over the baton. Gordon leaves office with the
Institution in good health with the foundations laid for his initiative of the Scottish
Engineering Hall of Fame.
Iain has already intimated his aim to develop the theme of “multidisciplinary
professional engineering” and we will work together to further this aim. I will be
taking over the chair of the Profeng group and through this I want to strengthen the
good work already done by IESIS in spreading the word about engineering as a career
throughout our schools. The Profeng website (www.profeng.org) is developing well
and we are always looking for articles or news aimed at young people to encourage
them to consider engineering.

Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame
The latest members to be added to the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame were announced at the James Watt Dinner
on Friday September 28.
Four famous Scots engineers were added to the list which was launched last year by The Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders in Scotland.
Gordon Masterton, chairman of judges for the Hall of Fame, said “These new inductees add to the phenomenal
story of Scottish engineering’s contribution to our civilisation. They add diversity to the seven already inducted, and
bring the Hall of Fame bang up to date with an example of
cutting edge engineering innovation that has led to new
enterprises and wealth creation for Scotland and the UK.”
The eleven members of the Hall of Fame now span 250
years of excellence in engineering innovation that has led
to significant improvements in our quality of life and to the
United Kingdom’s economic success.
Peter Hughes, Chief Executive of Scottish Engineering,
said, “We need to enthuse young people including those
in our primary schools - and let them know how exciting
and important engineering is as a career, by showing them
what previous generations of engineers have achieved and
added to our lives is an important part of this process.
“I see the Hall of Fame as an inspiration to young people
and hope that it will encourage them to look at so many
things they use on a daily basis and recognise that most of
them were created by engineers.”

Phil Preston, Douglas Anderson and Gordon Masterton
at the James Watt Dinner

The four new inductees are:
John Elder (1824-1869), marine engineer and shipbuilder, who developed practical compounding marine engines
and conceived the modern integrated shipbuilding yard at the Fairfield works, Govan;
James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), physicist, whose work forms the foundation of modern electrical engineering;
Dorothée Aurélie Marianne Pullinger (1894-1986), automobile engineer and pioneering businesswoman;
Douglas Anderson (b. 1951) product design engineer, inventor of improved retinal scanning and founder of Optos
plc
For more information see http://www.engineeringhalloffame.org
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The Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland
Lecture Programme and Venues for 2012 - 2013
Tuesday 18th September 2012, 4pm
Special lecture for prospective engineers
‘Commitment, Value, Excellence….Engineered’
Frazer Mackay, Venue - Adelaide Place Church, 209 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HZ
Wednesday, 19th September 2012 - The University Lecture
‘Innovative ideas – High Speed Railplane’
Speaker – Harry Osborn, Venue - Glasgow Caledonian University, George Moore Building, M201, 3pm
Tuesday 25th September 2012 - Presidential Address
‘Professional Engineer – Holistic Thinker?’
Speaker – Professor Iain MacLeod, Venue- Trust Hall, Clydeport Building, 5.30pm for 6.15pm
Tuesday 23rd October 2012 - Members Night
Energy- the need for a total system study for electricity generation
Venue - Room 5.12 Colville Building, University of Strathclyde, 6.00pm - 6.30pm
(Access via John Anderson Building - Floor 5 at SW corner of building)
Tuesday 6th November 2012 – MacMillan Memorial Lecture
‘Architectural & Engineering Alchemy’
Speaker – Ed McCann, Venue Strathclyde University, McCance Building, Lecture Theatre 1, 5.45 for 6.30pm
Thursday 13th December 2012 - Joint Meeting with RINA and ICE
‘Rosyth Dockyard Improvements’
Speaker – Nicholas McCormick, BAM Nuttall, Venue -Teacher Building, Glasgow, 17.30 for 18.15
Tuesday 15th January 2013 - Joint meeting with IMarEST,
‘MAN 2 Stroke Gas Engines’
Speaker – Otto Winkel, Venue - Strathclyde University, McCance Building, Lecture Theatre 1, 5.45 for 6.30pm
Tuesday 12th February 2013
‘The role of computers in advancing best practice in the construction industry’
Speaker – Tim Broyd, Halcrow, Venue Strathclyde University, McCance Building, Lecture Theatre 1, 5.45 for
6.30pm
Tuesday 12th March 2013
‘Manufacturing in Scotland’
Speakers – Dick Philbrick, Crawford Gorrie, Dave Wilson,
Venue Strathclyde University, McCance Building, Lecture Theatre 1, 5.45 for 6.30pm
Tuesday 9th April 2013 – AGM plus Members’ meeting, Venue – tbc
Wednesday 17th April 2013 –Joint meeting with The Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow
‘Three heads are better than one’
Speaker – Peter Jones, Venue- Strathclyde University, John Anderson Building, K325, 5.45 for 6.30pm

CPD certificates will be available on the evenings
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James Watt Dinner 2012
The James Watt Dinner 2012 was celebrated at
the Radisson Blu Hotel, Glasgow on Friday 28th of
September 2012.
The dinner hosted the announcement of the latest
candidates to be inaugurated into the Scottish
Engineering Hall of Fame. The evening started with an
introduction from Professor Iain MacLeod, President,
followed by the toast to the immortal memory of
James Watt. Professor MacLeod presented Sir John
Parker with an Honorary Fellowship of IESIS. Sir John
then delivered an inspiring speech. The evening
included singing from Douglas Nairne and Alistair
Top Table guests at the James Watt Dinner
Digges and announcements of the names of the
latest inductees to the Scottish Engineering Hall of
Fame. Our first living inductee, Douglas Anderson, gave an inspirational speech of acceptance. The evening
finished with the ever-popular networking time for members and guests to catch up with friends and
colleagues.

Sir John Parker conferred as an Honorary Fellow
Sir John Parker, President of the Royal Academy of Engineering
was conferred an Honorary Fellow in April 2012 at the AGM. He
accepted his certifcate at the James Watt Dinner.
Since the formation of IESIS in 1857, the Institution has chosen
to recognise the outstanding figures of the day in engineering,
many of them with a maritime connection: names like James
Prescott Joule, William Fairbairn, Joseph Whitworth, William
Armstrong, Sir Henry Bessemer, Lord Kelvin – all of them giants
of engineering.
Sir John began his career in Harland & Wolff, Belfast, in 1958 as a
student apprentice naval architect. He studied naval architecture
Iain MacLeod presents Sir John Parker
and mechanical engineering at the College of Technology and
with his Honorary Fellowship
Queens University Belfast and progressed in the ship design
team into senior management. In 1974, at the age of 33, he was
appointed Managing Director of Austin Pickersgill in Sunderland. He returned to Harland & Wolff as Chairman
and Chief Executive and led a turnround in the yard’s fortunes.
He joined Babcock International as CEO in 1993, and in 1997 became a non-executive director of British Gas,
becoming chairman of Lattice Group when it demerged from BG in 2000. Sir John later became chairman of
National Grid Transco.
In his career – so far - he has chaired five FTSE100 companies and is currently Chairman of Anglo American
and Vice Chairman of DP World (Dubai).
In 2011 he became President of the Royal Academy of Engineering. He is a passionate advocate of harnessing
the benefits of economic growth to improve the quality of life, address society’s challenges, strengthen social
cohesion and, critically, to provide the education and training that give young people real opportunities to
realise their potential.
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Meet your New Members of Council 2012
This year four members of the Institution have joined Council:
Suzanne Flynn
Suzanne graduated from Imperial College with a degree in Electrical Engineering. She is a Chartered
Electrical Engineer, a Fellow of the Institution of Engineering and Technology, a Fellow of the Institute of
Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, a Member of the Chartered Quality Institute and a Member of the
Women’s Engineering Society. Suzanne is active in her profession, and is currently Chair of the Awards and
Prizes Committee of the Institution of Engineering and Technology and on the Council of IESIS. She is a
Past President of the Women’s Engineering Society.
After graduating, Suzanne joined the RAF as an engineering officer and worked on the Harrier and Vulcan
aircraft and on the Ptarmigan Mobile Area Communications System for the Army. After a career break,
Suzanne returned to work on Electronic Warfare Systems at Marconi in Stanmore. She moved to Scotland
in 1988 and in 1996 setup Cygnet Solutions with 2 colleagues. Suzanne retired from Cygnet in April 2012.
She now runs her own engineering consultancy company, Swan Song Consultancy Ltd in which to continue
with some of her specialised consultancy work in assessing software and firmware based systems for use in safety critical
applications.
Suzanne is married with two grown up daughters, one of whom is also a Chartered Engineer and has followed her mother into
the RAF as an engineering officer. Suzanne and her husband Mike have recently taken up beekeeping. Suzanne loves travelling,
skiing and going out especially to the Opera.
Colin Gibson
Colin graduated in electrical engineering from Dundee College of Technology (now University of Abertay,
Dundee, where he is an Honorary Fellow) in 1965. He is a Chartered Engineer, a Fellow of the Institution of
Engineering and Technology, a Companion of the Chartered Managers Institute, and a Fellow of IESIS.
His working life has been spent in the electricity supply industry. First, in South of Scotland Electricity
Board (from graduating up to 1989) in various positions in design, planning and operations covering both
generation and transmission. He worked on the privatisation programme in Scotland before moving to the
CEGB. There, he took the Pumped Storage Business through the privatisation process as General Manager,
setting up the technical, commercial and financial organization. He was appointed to the Board of the
National Grid Group in 1993 as Power Network Director with responsibility for the commercial development,
system design, asset management and system operation of the England & Wales system.
Since leaving National Grid in 1997 he has carried out various advisory roles including with EirGrid as an expert witness in their
Judicial Review with the Regulator, and with the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development advising the Electricity
Industry in Romania. He has been a visiting lecturer at Abertay, Dundee, Edinburgh, Durham, Glasgow and Strathclyde
Universities. He is currently a member of the Energy Strategy Group of IESIS, and is a technical advisor to the John Muir Trust
and the Renewable Energy Foundation.
Graeme Fletcher
After completing his studies at Southampton Institute of Higher Education and an engineering cadetship
with BP Shipping Ltd, Graeme spent the next 20 years on various ship types trading worldwide. This
culminated in service as Chief Engineer on Irish Sea Ro-Ro ferries and attainment of an Open University
Honours Degree. Since coming ashore in 1998 he has been responsible for safety and technical operations
both on shore and afloat during a period of great advancement and technical development at Western
Ferries (Clyde) Limited. He has overseen the design, procurement and delivery of two very successful
newbuild vessels built on the Clyde at Ferguson Shipbuilders and is now repeating this function for two
vessels due to be delivered in 2013 and built by Cammell Laird Shipbuilders on the Mersey.
• Graeme is an Incorporated Engineer.
• Graeme is Technical Director, Western Ferries (Clyde) Limited.
• He is a Member of Institute of Marine Engineers, Science and Technology and a Fellow of IESIS
In spare time Graeme is an enthusiastic veteran rower and coach for Castle Semple Rowing Club.
Mr Norman Wardil
Norman is an experienced Marine Engineer, he started his career as an Apprentice with BP in the early sixties (possibly one of
the best training schemes of it’s time) when he left he was sailing as Chief Engineer. A short period was spent in Combustion
Engineering learning about flames before he returned to the Marine environment as a Superintendent. Now retired he is actively
involved with the re-construction of the Maid of the Loch.
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Profeng Group
The profeng group continues to promote professional
engineering as a very worthwhile career for young people.
We are in the process of restructuring of the profeng website
at: http://www.profeng.org. The plan is to use the same style as
the Hall of Fame and new IESIS sites. We also seek to improve
the content with more information about people and about
projects.
The success of the Michel Virlogeux lecture in May 2011 was
repeated in September 2012 when Frazer Mackay, MD of Foster Wheeler UK gave an excellent talk to an
audience of aspiring school pupils. This was organised in collaboration with the Institution of Structural
Engineers and the Institution of Civil Engineers.
It is the intention to continue to organise such lectures on at least an annual basis.
Chairmanship of the Group has been taken over by Vice-President Phil Preston.

Report from the Energy Strategy Group
The group continues to focus on the problems of electricity generation
because we believe that is where the most immediate problems for
society lie. Major decisions are being made about new generation plant
and transmission without either the careful consideration of options
that would characterise an engineering approach nor the benefit of a
free market that, as is believed, should minimise the cost of electricity
that customers pay.
In the article by a perplexed power systems engineer on page 8, the
engineer gives a clear description of the situation and how he feels it
should be managed. If his proposals were adopted, private generating
companies would continue to supply power capacity and energy
but they would do it in a way in which the risk of unnecessary cost
escalation and the risk to Security of Supply (when power system
engineers use this as a proper name they are referring to the risk of demand not being met) would be
greatly reduced from the present very unsatisfactory situation.
In June 2012 Gordon Masterton, as President, sent a letter to David Mackay, Chief Scientist at the
Westminster Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) proposing that a Total System
Analysis be carried out. This would use the most appropriate analysis methods and data to assess
the effect of different generation strategies in relation to cost, CO2 emissions and Security of Supply.
DECC recently appointed a Chief Engineer with whom we have been in contact in relation to this
proposal. The progress in this direction is promising. More information about the Total System
Analysis proposal is available at http://www.iesisenergy.org. If central planning of the system is a
bridge too far, then a Total System Analysis could be used to assess the potential quality of marketled proposals.
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Arctic Engineering
By Paavo Kolari
Vattenfall is Sweden’s state-owned power company, with sales in 2007 of 15.2 billion euros. Including its
operations in Finland, Poland, Denmark and Germany, Vattenfall produced a total of 167.6 terawatt hours
(TWh) (1 terawatt = 1 million megawatt) in 2007, which includes all forms of power generation.
In Sweden, 30.8 TWh are produced by hydroelectric power plants, of which 16 percent is produced by the
15 Vattenfall hydroelectric power plants that dot the 460-kilometer-long Lule River in northern Sweden.
Lake Tap at Akkats hydropower station lies 14km north of the Arctic Circle in Swedish Lapland near the
town of Jokkmokk. The town is sited on the river Lilla Lule Alv which flows 160 kilometres to Lulea on the
Gulf of Bothnia and about 420km to Narvik in Norway, a port that exports Swedish iron ore from Kiruna
mines.
The client, Vattenfall, constructed the second hydropower turbine at Akkats power station. The project
consisted of a new intake/outlet tunnel and turbine hall, all blasted and excavated in solid bedrock. The
vertical intake shaft between the lake bottom and the intake tunnel was a separate contract due to start
in the spring of 2011 when the winter snow and ice was receding. The project was awarded to Boskalis
Sweden AB. All the works were done by Finnish Terramare Oy, a sister company of Boskalis Sweden AB.
Vattenfall ordered a blasting and dredging plan from Paraiko OY, Finland; this plan was followed and updated based on changed circumstances during the works.

General plan of the intake shaft and the tunnel.
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As all the blasting operations were to be carried out in close proximity to the existing hydropower station,
30-40 metres only, there were restrictions on the vibration. Prior to the Akkats project, Terramare was
carrying out an under water drilling and blasting contract in Helsinki, Finland. In this contract some test
measurements were done concerning shock waves. These readings were used for pre-analyzing the Akkats
shockwave influence to existing structures.
The main plant to be used on the contract was based at Lovisa and had to be transported the 1,000 km
to the site at Jokkmokk. This consisted of a semi-floating drill barge ‘Pora Pekka 4’, a 50m3 self propelled
hopper-barge ‘Palko 2’, and a small assisting tug for marine craft handling. Altogether 13 heavy transports
were needed to mobilize all the plant to Akkats.

		
Road transport of barge

Drill barge with backhoe machine

Dredging was carried out by mobile crane standing on a drill barge. The crane was equipped with a grab
bucket suitable for the dredging of blasted rock. Maximum dredging depth was 32m from water level.
Due to an unexpected boulder and fragmented rock layer on the river bottom, a long boom hydraulic
excavator was used to clean this layer prior to the blasting operation. The excavator was also installed on
a drill barge compensating the mobile crane during this cleaning operation.
At the start of the dredging work, 3 to 4 metres of rock blocks and boulders of glacial origin had to be
removed from over the solid rock bed. As underwater drilling and blasting proceeded, the blasted rock
was excavated using a 2.5 m3 grab bucket. The completed shaft was 10 x 10 metres square and the depth
to the tunnel invert level was 32 metres, a sump in the bottom of the tunnel having previously been
excavated to receive the blasted material from the lowest cuts. The dredging cycle was 2 to 3 minutes. All
blasted material was dredged up and transported to a designated dumping area a few hundred metres
from the shaft.
The preliminary work and planning of the project started in January 2011 and mobilisation of the plant
from Lovisa started in mid April. The work started on site on the 1st May and was finally completed on the
31st May 2011. The demobilization of the plant was completed by the end of June 2011.
All the contract works were completed in time and to the satisfaction of the client.
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First mother and daughter to engineer a double act
Two female family members from Ayrshire in Scotland are believed to
be the first ever mother and daughter to both gain a qualification in a
profession dominated by male engineers.
Suzanne Flynn became a Chartered Engineer 35 years ago and her
daughter Emily has recently gained the same status. Chartered
Engineer is one of the most recognisable international engineering
qualifications. Of the 191,224 Chartered Engineers in the UK, only
8,154 (four per cent) are female.
An electrical engineer, Suzanne, 64, is Principal Consultant at Cygnet
Solutions Ltd, a professional IT services provider. Daughter Emily, 32,
is an RAF Squadron Leader Engineering Officer, who has served in
Afghanistan.
Suzanne said: “I am delighted that Emily has gained this prestigious professional qualification.
Engineering is one of the most rewarding and varied professions and I am pleased that Emily can
look forward to many years of career enjoyment.”
Emily said: “I am really pleased to have been awarded my CEng and proud that my mother and I are
the first mother-daughter to do so. Mum has been an inspirational role model. The RAF has ensured
that I have been given the opportunity to gain the competences required and is a fantastic place to
be an engineer. Hopefully, we can also be the first mother-daughter Fellows as well.”
Suzanne is a Fellow of IESIS and has recently become a member of Council.

REFLECTIONS ON GB ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 		
By A Perplexed Power System Engineer
The GB electricity supply arrangement is more
than a simple network; it is a complex power
system that, by statute, has to be operated within
limited ranges of frequency and voltage. Electricity
on this scale cannot be stored – generation power
output has to match the load (plus system losses)
at every instant of time. Therefore, there are two
commodities to be delivered – instantaneous power
capacity [MW] and, over a period of time, energy
[MWh]. Yet, for the past decade, the delivery of
these two commodities has relied on a single market
for energy, with no arrangement for payments for
providing power capacity. How can the delivery
of the two commodities be jointly optimal with
only one being considered? And, how does this
fit with the requirement to provide an efficient and

economic electricity supply?
‘‘I fondly ask; But patience to prevent
That murmur soon replies,’’
Can the extant energy market even optimise the
cost to the customer of the existing plant; much
less provide the necessary signals to prospective
Generators to build an optimal plant programme
for the future? This market is severely compromised
not only by overt subsidies in the form of Renewable
Obligation Certificates (ROCs), but also by covert
subsidies to provide back-up balancing plant to
cover for the continuous variability of power output
from wind farms; extra transmission plant and losses
caused by positioning wind farms remote from the
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load; and the capital cost of extra generating plant
to ensure there is sufficient generation to meet
peak demands. None of these costs goes through
the ‘market’.
Generating Companies deliver electricity into
the Grid and each is free to generate from its own
plant to satisfy its contracts with Suppliers. This
is known as ‘self despatch’. The Supply Companies
take electrical energy from the Grid and sell it to
customers. But, all of the ‘big six’ Generators are also
Suppliers, each despatching its own plant, so, there
is no overall optimisation in the use of generation
as there would be if it were done centrally to a merit
order (i.e. lowest cost first). This means, for the
bulk of generation, there is no direct competition
– it only takes place at the Customer Supply level,
and recent events have shown how ineffective
and inefficient is that market. The type of ‘smart
meter’ currently being considered is unlikely to
improve this situation; it will give more information
to the Supplier, thus making the negotiations with
Customers even more asymmetrical in favour of the
Supplier.
With a continuously changing load that has to
be met instantaneously, it would seem that a market
arrangement will not produce an optimal solution.
Consider a type of generating plant with
a Levelised Cost (an estimate of the cost of
production) of the order of £70/MWh e.g. nuclear.
In a market arrangement this plant will endeavour
to charge what the market will bear i.e. the cost
of the most expensive plant used to meet the
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demand, or just below it. Currently, this is the
cost of wind generation at about £170/MWh, since
wind generation is deemed to be ‘must run’ by
Government policy. This means that the Customer
never gets the benefit of low cost generation; this is
significant at times of low load.
But there is yet another cost that must be
considered for overall optimisation. This is the
cost of new transmission plant. The correct
economic approach would be to charge the new
generator with all the extra transmission capital
that is required to connect it to the system i.e. ultra
deep connection charging. With the ‘ultra shallow’
connection arrangement currently in force, the
result will be sub-optimal.
For the past decade or more, there seems to have
been an assumption that there must be a market
solution to optimising the cost of electricity supply.
Given that the power system is peculiar, if not
unique, in that it has a continuously varying demand
that has to be met instantaneously, this seems to
be an erroneous assumption. The solution would
appear to lie with a central planning arrangement
to decide on the new generation plant required to
ensure a specified level of Security of Supply, and
have this delivered by competitive tender based
on both capital and revenue costs, and including
the costs of the necessary transmission plant. The
generation plant could then be scheduled centrally
and despatched optimally in merit order.
Can this be done? Of course it can – we engineers
can do anything!

Stretching the Submarine Envelope
Reminisces from a sub-mariner
by Alan Roach
It started as I was enjoying a lunchtime pint with old Harry, and a throwaway remark that my only claim to fame,
as an engineer, being that I was the first and may well still be the only engineer to have changed a large diesel
engine gudgeon pin under the Arctic Ice Cap. Harry asked me to enlarge on the subject.
That’s a long trip back down memory lane to the late
fifties, when I was Chief E.R.A of an old A Class diesel
electric submarine and a M.O D. (N), or did we still call
it the Admiralty in those days?, was only beginning to
think about nuclear submarines and the problems of

operating them under and near to the ice caps.
We were tasked with taking the old Amphion, I think it
was, from Devonport up to the Arctic and operating her
close to and under the ice, sufficiently far for us to try out
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the reverse speaking echo sounders, which had been
fitted to the upper casing, with the object of giving the
command a clear notion of the distance between the
submarine and the under side of the ice.

diesels, had frozen the water in the control room depth
gauges and we were diving off the engine room depth
gauges. However the diving was all carried out in slow
time, so no great problem.

It was not a popular notion with the crew: long distance,
unpleasant weather and beery runs ashore very thin on
the ground.

It was the starboard engine as I recall, that gave us the
first indication of serious problems, when it began to
emit a loud and sinister knocking noise. Subsequent
investigation indicated a broken gudgeon pin, a fairly
weighty piece of kit on an old Vickers A Diesel, from
memory; it was about two feet long and some six inches
in diameter. One of the plus items about tackling this
kind of job on a submarine, as opposed to a surface
craft, are to a large extent overcome by diving to 60 plus
feet, when unless the weather is particularly violent, one
is working on a much steadier platform. Once dived,
particularly after we had moved under the ice, it was a
fairly straight forward job.

However we set out from Guzz, Devonport suitably
equipped by the standards of the day, with Arctic
clothing for all those who had to venture anywhere near
the bridge or casing. An A boat or any diesel electric
boat’s bridge was not the cosiest of places at any time.
Shortly after sailing, we encountered a problem we
were not equipped to deal with, a rat. Submariners took
cockroaches in their stride in those days, provided you
remembered to keep the holes in the tins of milk plugged
and likewise the coffee pot spout. They kept to their part
of the ship, you kept to yours, you could mostly rely on
the chef to keep them out of the cooking.
A rat was a different ballgame: eating the chef’s bag
of split peas was bad enough, but it ate the navigators
charts, the Coxn’s spare foul weather gear: there was
no end to it. I slept in a passage bunk outside the C &
P.O’s Mess and woke one night to see the rat sitting on
the pipe that run alongside me: rubbing its front paws
together and I swear smiling at me, as if I was the next
item on its menu. Don’t know who moved fastest, me or
the rat!
Anyway the Outside Wrecker, as the E.R.A. responsible
for all machinery outside of the main engine room was
known, spent the entire trip unsuccessfully devising
traps to catch it. But it survived the round voyage and I
don’t think the dockyard rat catcher had any more luck
when we got back to Devonport, in spite of being aided
by a very portly Jack Russell. Must have been the fact
that everything in its diet was mildly diesel flavoured
that finally drove it ashore.
Apart from the incessant hunt for the rat, the trip north
was only marred by heavy weather smashing the fore
planes and we had to divert to the submarine base in
the Gareloch, on the west coast of Scotland, for the
necessary spares to repair them. There after the only
real grief we suffered was the gradual lowering of the
ambient sea and air temperatures. Salt water freezes at
280F, if memory serves me correctly; more of a problem
was the air temperature. By the time we were close to
the ice, it dropped to something like 40F, and the spray
blowing across the caseing and guardrails was rapidly
freezing to form a thick layer of ice across everything it
came into contact with. We got rid of it simply enough,
by diving to periscope depth, where the ice rapidly
melted in the sea. A howling gale of sub zero air drawn
down the control room hatch, by two large submarine

We returned to Devonport with no major problems,
other than the frozen condensation from the pressure
hull, melting as we made our way South, forcing a large
part of the crew to sleep under plastic tents, until we
reached warmer latitudes.
There was a follow up effect, which fortunately did not
surface until some time after I had left the boat. The
engineer departed the boat on leave when we returned
to Guzz. I, left in charge of the maintenance period,
trotted inboard with the two bits of broken gugdeon pin,
deposited them on the squadron engineer’s desk – who
shall be nameless even after all these years – with the
thought that at the boat’s last major refit in Portsmouth
both main engines had been fitted with new gugdeon
pins and, to the best of my belief and knowledge, they
had been batch hardened. Therefore a metallurgical
investigation might be in order.
I left the boat myself, shortly thereafter and gave the
problem no further thought, until some months later, by
which time I was safely based in the comparative luxury
of an aircraft carrier in Singapore. My old submarine
arrived there - we maintained a small squadron of A
boats there - many defence cuts ago. I journeyed across
for a quiet lunchtime visit with a big sunny smile fixed to
my face to say hello to old shipmates. I was met by a very
boot faced engineer – not the guy who had journeyed
to the Arctic with me but his successor. He had brought
the submarine out via South Africa, and had been more
than slightly delayed by the necessity to replace eight
broken gugdeon pins en-route!
Footnote
The Ice Classification (the new Polar code) for the design
of vessels operating in Arctic conditions requires the
vessel to withstand ice 1.7metres thick and operating at
-450C
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Updating the code for Maritime Structures:
BS 6349 gets a facelift
by Graeme Forsyth
BSI Standards is the UK’s National Standards Body (NSB) and was the world’s first. It represents UK economic
and social interests across all of the European and international standards organizations and through the development of business information solutions for British organizations of all sizes and sectors. BSI Standards
works with manufacturing and service industries, businesses, governments and consumers to facilitate the
production of British, European and international standards.
BS 6349: Maritime Structures is a suite of 8 standards
covering most aspects of maritime civil engineering.
The publication was started in 1984 and subsequently
the Standard has become widely used on an international
basis. It is one of the most successful of the British
Standards. In 2010, the revision of BS 6349-2, design
of quay walls jetties and dolphins, was published. This
represents the start of a major process of updating BS
6349 and the bringing it in line with new codes such as
the Eurocodes. The development of BS 6349 is now going
through a very exciting phase with a total overhaul from
top to bottom. The BSI Committee for the standard has
set itself the target of completing the revision of all the
standards in the suite by 2015 and the development of
new parts, so that the suite is on firm foundations for
the future.
The Committee has started implementation of the
updating process; the first being the updating of BS
6349-1, general, the largest standard in the series, which
is to be split into 4 separate standards.
The first part of these new sub-divided standards,
namely BS 6349-1.1: General gives guidance and
recommendations on criteria relevant to the planning,
design, construction and maintenance together with
recommendations for survey and data collection. This
includes recommendations for environmental, safety
and operational matters that should be considered
in planning. This Part will include issues such as the
requirement to plan and design for safety and operability
for navigation, berthing, mooring and cargo handling.
Port, terminal and ship operator requirements need to
be considered from an early stage and requirements
of hazardous cargos in particular need to be carefully
considered.
BS 6349-1.3: Geotechnical, developed so that it refers to
the Eurocodes and reflects the structure of the Eurocode
documents, was published recently.
BS 6349-1.4: Materials is being developed by taking
account of best practice in the specification of concrete
in Maritime Works.

There will be a slightly later Public Consultation for
BS 6349-1.2: General Criteria, Actions. This section
represents the most technically challenging part of
the updating process. This is because of the very high
technical content in the section on wave actions and
the continuing and rapid progress being made in wave
analysis and wave actions assessment.
Work has been launched on the preparation of a new
standard, BS 6349-9 on Port Surfacing. This will be the
first standard resulting from the change of direction for
the CB502 committee: whereas formerly the remit was
for “Maritime Structures”, the new remit is for “Maritime
Works”. While guidance is available from various sectors
of the paving industry, it is clear that a standard on Port
Surfacing is long overdue, offering the chance to bring
all types of paving into standardisation and also to help
manage the expectations of end users with respect to
such heavily used elements in terminals. It also offers
the chance to provide recommendations relating to
features such as gravel beds.
BS 6349-4: Fenders and Moorings is being updated
to reflect latest practice. Although updated more
recently than some parts, it still remains an important
task to complete this process, particularly since this is
one of the most heavily used and referenced sections
of the BS 6349 suite. BS 6349-4 will take on board the
recommendations of the PIANC Guidelines for the
design of fender systems, WG 33 but will consider how,
even then, adjustments are needed to offer guidance
for new types of vessels such as water jet propelled
fast ferries and the impossibility of precisely defining
berthing approach velocities.
A working group has now also been formed to bring
BS 6349-3 on Shipyards, Lock Gates and Dry Docks up
to date and, in the very near future, work will begin on
the revisions for Part 5, Dredging and Reclamation, Part
6: Floating Structures and Part 7: Breakwaters as well
as minor adjustments to the relatively recent Part 8 on
RoRo Ramps, Linkspans and Walkways
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Montrose Tidal Power
by James Orme
The past 3 years has seen the beginning of a development in Montrose that could become the first commercially deployed array of tidal stream turbines. Using the kinetic energy found in the waters of the River South
Esk Estuary, the project promises to generate renewable energy for the GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) manufacturing site on the shore. If successful, the project will help GSK towards its goal of becoming the greenest pharmaceutical company in the world.
Introduction
It is widely believed that Scotland is uniquely placed
to be a world leader in tidal power. With some of the
most exciting areas of natural tidal resource in its waters
and a history of marine engineering and innovation,
it is certainly easy to see the potential. To this end,
the Scottish and UK Governments have committed
to promoting the increased use of renewable energy
sources and alongside ambitious targets of a 100%
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, they
have introduced substantial market based subsidies to
kick-start the industry.
This particular project is leading the way in that it
proposes to install multiple units, something which
the industry has not yet achieved. Offering predictable
and consistent renewable energy, tidal power has
the potential to contribute stability to a portfolio of
renewable energy sources which by their definition are
often unpredictable and intermittent. Combined with
the fact that the turbines are completely submerged for
the vast majority of their operational lives such that they
have minimal impact on the landscape, the idea clearly
has many advantages.
The Developer
The developer for this project is GSK Montrose which is
based on the shore at the estuary. The GSK Montrose site
is a primary manufacturing and supply facility and a key
provider of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) for
some of GSK’s most therapeutically and commercially
important products. Operating since 1952, the site
covers approximately 45 acres and employs around 280,
many of whom are graduates.
The site is at the beginning of manufacturing processes
which ultimately deliver vital medicines and healthcare
products used daily by millions of patients around the
globe.
GSK aims to be the greenest pharmaceutical company
in the world. The pharmaceutical industry creates
greenhouse gas emissions and therefore must
contribute to the increasingly urgent global efforts to
counter climate change. GSK is committed to reducing
its impact and has set challenging energy and carbon
reduction targets which will also support its business by
cutting energy costs.

The Site
The primary driver in site selection is the locality to the
GSK factory. The kinetic energy in the tidal currents in the
Montrose channel is apparent, and it is this conspicuous
energy resource that has inspired the inception of
the project. A study was therefore commissioned to
investigate the potential energy resource around this
area and to examine the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical (tidal resource, grid and accessibility);
Environmental (habitats, species and seabed
profile);
Commercial (fishing, shipping and recreation);
Economics; and
Policy and Designation.

The final location and layout has been reached through
consideration of alternatives from remote sites to local
aspects of the array. The proposed development site is
therefore located at the entrance to the Montrose Basin
on both sides of the bridge carrying Rossie Island Road
(A92) across the harbour which is a local ‘pinch point’ for
tidal currents.
The Technology
The turbines being considered for the installation are
being developed by Swanturbines Ltd. Swanturbines has
been developing tidal energy projects and technology
in the UK since 2001. The team has practical experience
in tidal stream technology development, financing and
deployment.
The specific unit for this site is the Cygnus Inshore Tidal
Turbine (Cygnus ISTT) in Figure 1. These are free standing
axial-flow turbines which look very much like wind
turbines placed underwater. They are installed rapidly
using gravity foundation technology which is intended
to minimise environmental disruption. The blades move
slowly to reduce cavitation and the risk of collision
impact with anything in the water, and the absence of
a gearbox will reduce underwater noise and hence may
reduce disruption to marine mammals. The proposed
array does not use the whole width of the channel
such that a clear passage for fish, mammals, birds and
boats remains at all times. However, the use of this clear
channel as a mitigation technique will require that the
channel be monitored both pre and post construction
to evaluate success of this mitigation.
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Figure 1 – Cygnus IST

Figure2– The Cygnus ISTT
maintenance method

The foundation system used for the Cygnus-ISTT is a
tripod gravity foundation that is installed in one lift from
a crane barge. The tripod is constructed using steel for
the structural elements and another material with high
density properties for ballast.
The turbine is connected to the foundation using a
technology which enables a swift mating and un-mating
of the nacelle and foundations as the nacelle is lowered
into position. A mating operation using the system is
shown in Figure 2. This system also allows turbine to
rotate about the yaw axis to maximise energy capture
from different directions of flow.
Challenges
Aside from the usual technical challenges associated
with deploying any equipment in the ocean, tidal
projects by definition tend to be in unusual and hence
special environments.
The Montrose basin is no exception, and has international
designations as a Special Protection Area (SPA) and
RAMSAR site (due to the site being considered a wetland
of international importance). Both of these designations
are primarily due to the assemblages of wintering waders
and wildfowl and the mudflat habitat that attracts them
to the area.
In addition, the River South Esk is designated as a Special
Area of conservation (SAC) and the qualifying features
are the population of Freshwater pearl mussel and
Atlantic Salmon.
In fact it is the Salmon that are currently presenting the
most challenging aspect of the planning permission
process, in part owing to the fact that it is difficult to
monitor their presence and behaviour under water.
Although there is limited data available in support of
a quantitative risk assessment, the ability of migratory
fish to navigate fast flowing and complex geographical
terrain to reach spawning grounds suggests intuitively
that the slow moving turbines will not present a
significant obstacle to migration. However, it is also
considered that it is not possible to entirely rule out
the potential that fish will experience injury during an
interaction with the turbine rotor.

This risk is mitigated by the fact that the turbines are low
speed and will also have extended periods throughout
the tidal cycle in which they are completely stationary.
On this basis, a numerical collision model has been
developed to establish the likelihood of interactions
between fish and the turbines for each species believed
to be present at the site. The result is based on fish size,
speed, distribution and an ’avoidance factor’ which aims
to account for the natural survival instincts of the fish to
stay out of danger. The result shows very little chance
of injury, with only a few collisions each year. However
as is true with most computer modelling, this must be
validated by real life monitoring and this presents further
technical challenges.
It is practically difficult to observe fish behaviour around
tidal stream turbine rotors as visibility can be limited
and current speeds mean that events happen quickly.
In addition, it is hard to collect evidence in open sea
migratory routes as the frequency of device interactions
may be too low to enable statistically significant data to
be obtained.
To try to address these unknowns a system of sonar
locating devices and fish tagging is being proposed
at Montrose. An array of split-beam sonar systems are
designed to observe reflections from the fish swimbladders and track these across the deployment site.
Multi-beam sonar systems can then be used to provide
high resolution near-video quality images of fish-turbine
interactions. In parallel, fish tags will show how many
passes of the site that a particular fish makes of the
turbine plane with many multiple passes theoretically
increasing the risk of collision.
Fish behaviour can therefore be observed prior and post
installation to provide a comparison. But challenges
still remain; for example it may not be possible to
differentiate between a young salmon and a sea trout by
these methods as even the experts can need to see the
fish side by side and out of the water to make a positive
identification. These issues currently leave unknowns as
to which fish could be being affected.
With Salmon being such an important fish both
environmentally and commercially, it is clearly essential
to ensure that the tidal technology is not having a
detrimental affect on the species. However these issues
can take time to resolve and cause project delays in
what could be the first of many commercial projects in
the embryonic tidal industry. Over-cautiousness on this
issue could challenge Scotland’s leading position in this
future energy source. The ‘precautionary principle’ must
therefore be treated with caution as it is not yet known
if the fish will be affected at all. What is known; is that
Atlantic Salmon do manage to navigate around the
oceans and jump huge heights over river obstacles on
their migratory routes. It is somehow difficult to imagine
their efforts being foiled by these slow moving
machines.
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IESIS , the Internet, Social Media and
Communication
This Institution has been quick to use the various electronic media to communicate with its members and the rest of
the world. Immediate Past President Gordon Masterton led a thorough review and update of the various ways IESIS
communicates and this is a brief update for members
Communication
Professional Engineers need to communicate well. They must understand the Client’s needs then communicate
their solutions clearly to everyone involved in the process of turning ideas into reality. Increasingly Engineers also
discuss and justify decisions in a more general way, with policymakers, with the media and with the general public.
In some ways, the communication of information, ideas and opinions has never been easier. The Internet, the World
Wide Web and a growing range of ‘social media’ enable almost anyone with a computer or mobile phone to be
connected in a way that wasn’t possible even ten years ago.
Professional Engineers have been able to use computers for decades, to do calculations in minutes that used to take
days. This gives a range of options more quickly and with more economical use of resources and materials.
The Internet and the Web
Today, most organisations and many individuals have websites and these are used as a global ‘shop window’ and
reference by companies, governments and learned societies, like IESIS, for two-way communication with the world.
The four websites that IESIS maintains are its image and database for a global audience.
The main website, http://www.IESIS.org/ is the main source of information about the organisation and its activities.
There are also three specialised websites:
To promote professional engineering as a career: http://www.profeng.org/,
To discuss the role of professional Engineers in Scotland’s energy policy: http://www.IESISenergy.org/
The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame to honour the great Engineers from Scotland’s past to the present day: http://
www.engineeringhalloffame.org/index.html
Social Media
The most recent development in web-based communication is ‘Social Media’, such as Twitter, which enables instant
messages about events or opinions to be sent to a wide audience. Facebook is another medium for communicating
messages and information . Both of these have become almost essential for people who want, or need to
communicate.
IESIS has been able to raise its profile and widen its influence by use of both of these routes and more people become
aware of IESIS every day through Twitter. IESIS can be found at @IESIS on Twitter and at https://www.facebook.com/
pages/IESIS-The-Institution-of-Engineers-and-Shipbuilders-in-Scotland/ on Facebook
Although Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia , is not strictly speaking part of the social media, it is created and
maintained by its users. There is a very informative Wiki page for IESIS here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institution_
of_Engineers_and_Shipbuilders_in_Scotland
All of these social media links are bringing IESIS to a wider audience. If you are a member, please try some of these
and tell your friends!
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Glasgow Caledonian Awards
The Institution awarded prizes to three outstanding final year students at Glasgow Caledonian
University.
The winners for 2011 were:
Mr Darko Arsoski for Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Mechanical Electronic Systems
Engineering
Mr Allan Savage for Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Electrical Power Engineering
Miss Hayley Ann Holguin for Best Student Award for BEng (Hons) in Mechanical & Power Plant Systems

Professor David Harrison presents
Mr Allan Savage with his prize.

Professor David Harrison presents Miss Hayley
Ann Holguin with her prize.

Titanic Memorial Service 2012
On Saturday the 14th April 2012 the Institution held a memorial service to
mark the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the sinking of RMS Titanic.
The institution was joined by IMarEST, the Glasgow Ulster Society and
relatives of one of the engineers who perished in the disaster.
The service was held in the former headquarters of the institution in 39
Elmbank Crescent Glasgow. The congregation gathered around the
memorial plaque that had been commissioned by earlier members of
the institution to record the names of the engineers that perished in the
disaster.
The memorial started with a lament piped by Vice-President Professor Iain
MacLeod. Professor William M Banks then conducted a service of memorial,
highlighting the bravery and dedication of the engineers that perished.
The solemn part of the morning was rounded off in gracious style by Ms
Marie Breen singing ‘Amazing Grace’ as she descended the grand marble
staircase to the foyer of the building.
The meeting moved to the Weir Hall on the first floor. Bailie Allan Stewart
described the importance of shipbuilding and the shipyards to the city and
the contribution that IESIS has made to the city. Mr Mark Dingwall discussed
the links between Glasgow and Ulster and their shared history.
Professor John Hume gave an insightful account of the history of the building
of the Titanic and of 39 Elmbank Crescent.
Finally, Mr Alistair Wells spoke on behalf of the Guild of Benevolence, a charity formed by IMarEST to support
the families affected by the disaster.
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Walter Kinipple
by Harry Osborn,
(based on a Centenary paper from the Cardwell Bay Sailing Club)
Walter Kinipple is a forgotten engineer in Scottish engineering history, he is the
engineer who helped to build Greenock, James Watt’s hometown.
Bridges are inanimate, yet a late-night rider leading his horse across the old bascule
Kinippel Bridge in Copenhagen will swear to you that he heard a metallic giggle
followed by a sigh of contentment from its super structure. The bridge builder’s
grandson was 600 miles away in Scotland continuing the engineering tradition.
Walter Robert Kinipple was born in Limehouse on the
Thames in 1832. His father, unlike his Danish family
before him, built ships not bridges. His forefathers were
civil engineers, specialising in bridges, dams, docks
and harbours. This maritime control of water would be
Walter’s main direction in life.
After an ardous seven-year apprenticeship, Kinipple
started working on his own account. Five years later he
gained membership of the Institution of Civil Engineers
in 1865, and had started building a considerable
portfolio of work.
This was still the age of the barque, and Kinipple was
involved in building Thames Docks at Greenwich,
Gravesend, Prince’s King, Queen, Limekilns, Limehouse
and Deptford. He spent five years studying Portland
cement, a magnificent new product with a huge future
in construction.
Kinipple also lectured on subaqueous foundations,
increasingly used in ports and harbours, and spent much
time studying Smeaton’s Magnus Opus, the Eddystone
Lighthouse. He was fascinated by the way Smeaton had
hewn the rock to self-interlock, then had introduced
damp Portland cement as a bonding agent to bleed
vertically into the cracks. Kinipple also learned how
to stop canals leaking by building in beds of alternate
layers of clay and slaked lime.
Time was now ripe for Walter Kinipple to work farther
afield, making his name on engineering tasks often
well beyond dock facilities. He took on work at St Helier
on Jersey, Girvan, Renfrew, Poole, Wick, Aberdeen and
Llanelly, including Llanelly Railway. By this time railways
criss-crossed Britain and movement around the country
was quick and comfortable.
He was not averse to working abroad, building the 800
foot long naval graving dock in Quebec, twice visiting
Cairo to build two Nile dams, also taking on various works
in Aden, Turkey and Spain. Steam was now conquering
the world and life was quickening.
Throughout his life Kinipple was always backed up by his
loyal London staff, but, like Watt, he enjoyed examining
problems in situ.

He was a stickler for good foundations – occasionally
digging down twenty-two feet below the sea or river
bed.
His fame had spread to Australia, and Walter Kinipple
was consulted by the states of Victoria, New South Wales
and South Australia to draw up or professionally check
plans.
In 1868, early in his working life, Kinipple became Chief
and Consulting Engineer to Greenock Harbour Trust, a
job that lasted for nineteen years.
During that time he took on the building of all Greenock’s
harbours. The ones he did not build, for example the
1805 East India Harbour, he upgraded. For Kinipple, the
saddest thing was that a decade before his arrival, the
land of the current Greenock Esplanade had been sold.
His preference was always to have built docks covering
at least another street further west, which would have
been an even greater boon to the town, allowing it to
better align its railways to shipping.
On Saturday, 6th August 1881 the population of
Greenock turned out with banners and bands to watch
the Provost Dugald Campbell, as Chairman of Greenock
Harbour Trust, lay the foundation stone for the new
tidal James Watt Dock. At three in the afternoon Provost
Campbell laid the foundation stone for the new
Greenock Corporation town buildings which included
the glorious Italianate Victoria tower which still stands
over the town of Greenock today. The James Watt dock
is now non-tidal. After many years operated as the dock
that imported sugar from across the Atlantic to supply
sugar refineries which was once the main trade, apart
from shipbuilding, in the town of Greenock.
Norman Lyle of Tate and Lyle employed Walter Kinipple
to build the new Silvertown sugar refinery on the
Thames, which is still Tate and Lyle’s sugar refinery in
the UK.
In February 1887 Walter Kinipple’s contract with the
Greenock Harbour Trust ended and he returned to work
in London. A decade later he returned to Brighton and
was buried at Hove in 1901. He was a world renowned
civil engineer who has left his work in many marine
structures and other works but particularly the James
Watt Dock in Greenock.
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Home-grown Primary Engineers! Inspired by the
Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame.
Susan Scurlock CEO Primary Engineer Programmes
We are well versed in the issues surrounding the ‘pipeline’
of engineers entering the industry, and the need for more
is at its core. So how can it be tackled – one solution is to
help young children define what it is to be an engineer,
what it looks like, understand what they do and how did
they get there. Helping children define what it is to be
an engineer can help to focus their aspirations as they
follow their individual educational paths.
On the 20th August 2012 a challenge was issued to
primary schools across Scotland; ask your pupils to
interpret this question ‘If you could be an engineer in
Scotland what would you do?’ The Scottish Engineering
Special Primary Leaders Award was launched. Its aim to
give primary pupils, and their teachers, an opportunity
and focus to look at engineering in the context of
Scotland and its place in the wider world.
To answer the challenge pupils would be tasked to look
at the history of engineering in Scotland and where
better to start than with the Scottish Engineering
Hall of Fame. We created a Hall of Fame presentation
and an ‘Engineers Research Log’ for the teacher and
pupils to download from the website. This, we felt,
would help to set the scene of the rich history of the
international influence of Scottish engineering. Clearly
the announcement of the 2012 inductees offered a very
special opportunity – a living engineer who, I might add,
has generously offered to be interviewed by a primary
school as part of the challenge. (A special report will be
available from the Hall of Fame website in the very near
future.)
To provide balance to the rich heritage of Scottish
engineering additional resources have been prepared
that look at the individual winners of the 2012 Scottish
Engineering Awards so that pupils can quickly access
information about companies today within industries
that they may not have necessarily realised where so
involved with engineering. It is this, often hidden yet
exciting aspect to engineering we wanted the children
and teachers to discover – there is a world of innovation
and creativity around engineering that is often out-ofsight behind sterile looking factory walls.
To complete the challenge pupils are asked to interview
a living, breathing engineer about their work and
motivation.
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The engineer then
takes the opportunity
to bring his or her
field of engineering
to the children and
of course prepare
themselves for the
occasional curve ball
question – thinking
on your feet will never
be more relevant!
The combination of research and being able to pose
questions to engineers are the foundations for the
challenge entry – either a piece of prose or illustration,
giving the pupils the opportunity to internalise their
findings and demonstrate what engineering means to
them personally.
Since the 20th August and at the time of writing 121
primary schools have registered, approximately 3,600
pupils will participate, 97 engineers have thrown their
hats into the ring to be interviewed, providing schools
with ‘child friendly’ CV’s as the basis of their interview.
The deadline for entries is the 30th November and the
shortlisted entries will be exhibited to the public at The
Barony Hall generously donated by the University of
Strathclyde Glasgow on the 15th and 16th December.
The Leaders Award for STEM is a Primary Engineer
Programme and whilst The Scottish Engineering Leaders
Award is restricted to primary pupils in Scotland the
broader Leaders Award programme is open to children
and students between the ages of 5 and 19yrs across
the UK. The need to inspire children and students
with engineering has never been greater, nor has the
opportunity been so straightforward - if you would
like to get involved then register with the editor@
leadersaward.com

The Scottish Engineering Special Primary Leaders
Award is sponsored by Scottish Engineering. For more
information visit www.leadersaward.com
www.primaryengineer.com
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The future of energy in Scotland
This year the Royal Academy of Engineering held a debate on “The Future of
Energy in Scotland”.
The debate was supported by IESIS and was held on March 27th in the premises
of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh.
The aim of the debate was to bring together a range of stakeholders, including
the engineering and science communities and policy makers to debate the
energy challenges in Scotland and to explore the way ahead.
The motion was ‘That Scotland’s energy industry will be the envy of the world’.
Fergus Ewing, the Scottish Minister for Energy, Enterprise and Tourism, , gave
an introductory address. The speakers for the motion were Dr Simon Harrison
CEng FIET, Energy expert and visiting professor, University of Southampton and
Professor Stuart Haszeldine, Scottish Power Professor of Carbon Capture and
Storage, University of Edinburgh.
The speakers against the motion were Dame Sue Ion FREng, Former Group
Director of Technology for British Nuclear Fuels Ltd and Dr John Constable,
Director of the Renewable Energy Foundation.
The motion was defeated, with 52% of people in disagreement.

Fergus Ewing, Scottish
Minister for Energy

Professor Hazeldene, Dr
Harrison, Dr Masterton and
Dame Sue Ion introduces
the debate

Survey Grows Wings
by Harry Osborn,
In the late 1940’s as an apprentice civil engineer (known as an assistant under agreement) at one period I was
employed by the Dunbartonshire Trunk Roads department, helping in the survey of the A82 trunk road on
the west side of Loch Lomond. This was a tacheometric survey on the hillside above the road, brush, bracken,
heather and other physical obstructions.
There were other hazards such as midges and clegs 30km south from Paramaribo. The dredger had to be
(blood sucking horse flies). One occasion I slid down the transported by road by a 608 wheeled transporter.
bank of a burn into water, which meant I had to work the
rest of the day with soggy underpants. At the end of each The Surinam jungle consists of marsh and impenetrable
day we had to carry out a self-inspection of ones legs vegetation. Along with high temperatures and humidity,
to find sheep ticks and remove them. We had a Wolsely the hazards the surveyors would have to face include
car as transport along with the survey gear . There was snakes, killer bees, dengue mosquitoes (worse than
panic one evening when we returned to the Dumbarton Loch Lomond midges) pumas and caimans. To minimise
office with no survey book. This meant returning up the the risks to the surveyors and collect the information
road and with great relief, to find it on the wall where it required in a reasonable time, the solution was to use an
had been left.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with autonomous flight
control.
Even today there are still many hazards in surveying, as
Royal Bos Kalis Westminster found when surveying in The Gatewing X100 was brought in. It can take off
the Surinam jungle in South America. The survey was and land autonomously; it takes a large number of
required for the Lelydorp1 project being carried out pictures while flying pre-programmed routes over the
by Bos Kalis International Area West. This was to mine designated area. The high-resolution photographs are
bauxite using the suction dredger ‘Orion’ in an area then processed to produce geographically accurate
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ortho-mosaics and digital terrain models that can be
used to monitor progress in various parts of the project.
The UAV can cover the entire mining area of 2,600,000
m2 in two half hour flights. It takes two people, a pilot
and a spotter, about two hours to install the UAV and
conduct the flights. It takes four man-hours to calibrate
and transfer the data to the computer. Within six hours
all the information is converted to an ortho-mosaic
image of the entire area, and a digital elevation model
with a resolution of 0.5 to 1.0 metres.
If only we had had a UAV when surveying the Loch
Lomond hillsides. It would have saved all the time spent
on lugging a theodolite and setting it up over difficult
ground.

Unmanned aerial vehicle before take-off

Women’s Engineering Society – Scottish circle
Programme of events, 2012 – early 2013
WES exists to promote engineering to women but also to encourage those already in the
profession, to this end we have arranged a series of events.
Come and join us, all are welcome
28th Sep – IESIS dinner
We usually take a table or 2 at the dinner and use it as our annual Scottish dinner, a good place to
meet other members.
12th Oct, afternoon – New Glasgow Arena visit.
A rare chance to look round the new arena under construction next to the SECC in Glasgow.
Numbers are strictly limited and priority will be given to WES members.
6th Nov – Lecture “Engineering Alchemy” and pizza.
This is an IESIS lecture, full details on their website. This is a chance to go to a great lecture
knowing you won’t be on your own and we will go for pizza afterwards.
20th Nov – Kilmarnock engineering and science society lecture
“Engineering – one woman’s approach” by Suzanne Flynn in Kilmarnock, full details:
https://sites.google.com/site/kilmengscisoc/programme-for-2012-2013
8th Dec - Geek tour of Glasgow.
Join us for a walking tour of the engineering and scientific oddities of Glasgow followed by lunch
in commemoration of Ada Lovelace, if you don’t know who she is come along and find out. Kids
and families are welcome to join in.
23rd Jan – FIRST EVER - WES lecture and networking event.
“Selecting the new Type 26 frigate power and propulsion system” This is the first WES lecture in
Glasgow and we really want to encourage people to attend, the evening is open to all and there
will be a time to network as well. To be held at the Teacher Building. Timings still to be set.
Upcoming Events – details still to be confirmed
The intention is to have an event a month in the new year but the timetable is still being
confirmed
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Date TBC - Tunnocks tea cake factory visit and tea
We are on the list for a visit and are waiting with baited breath for the date, the numbers are
limited and priority will go to WES members.
Date TBC - A tour of a Type 45 destroyer
This is confirmed and likely to be in February but is again limited numbers and you need to be a
british passport holder, lunch afterwards.
Date TBC Summer Saturday afternoon get together in Darvel
including tea, cake, croquet and a visit to the telephone museum. Kids and families are welcome,
this is where we plan the next year.
4th Oct 2013 - IESIS dinner – date has been confirmed
We want to fill 2 tables at the IESIS dinner in 2013 so please put it in your diary now to join us.

If you want to find out more about WES or to join see
www.wes.org
If you are joining us for an event please drop an e-mail to the WES Scottish circle secretary,
Anne at: anne.af.james@talk21.com

Arkwright Scholarships Trust
To further our objective of promoting
professional engineering as a career for young
people, IESIS is sponsoring Andrew Witherspoon
as an Arkwright Scholar. In his studies at Stewart
Melville College in Edinburgh Andrew has shown
both academic flair and practical skills. We hope
to be able to provide information and support
for him over the next two years.
Iain MacLeod presents Andrew Witherspoon
with his scholarship.
The Arkwright Scholarships Trust administers
one of the most prestigious scholarship schemes
in the UK.
The Scholarships are awarded to help to inspire
future leaders in engineering and related areas
of design. This is done by awarding Arkwright Engineering Scholarships, through a rigorous selection process, to
high-calibre students in Year 11 (S4 in Scotland). The Engineering Scholarships support students through their A
Levels / Scottish Highers and encourage students to pursue engineering or related areas of design at university or
through a high-quality apprenticeship and to take up careers in the field.
The Scholarships are sponsored by industrial companies, universities, charitable trusts, trade associations, professional
engineering institutions, the Armed Services and personal donors.
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Members are encouraged to visit the revamped website (http://www.iesis.org/) and to
participate in the Facebook group (http://www.facebook.com/pages/IESiS-The-Institution-ofEngineers-and-Shipbuilders-in-Scotland).
The new IESIS site was modelled on the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame site (http://www.
engineeringhalloffame.org) and we believe it has a fresher, livelier look than the old one.
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Kenneth Fulford, BSc, C Eng, FRINA, FIES,
Council member IESIS
Born 3rd March 1943
Died 8th May 2012

Kenneth George Fulford was from Ripon in Yorkshire where his father served in the RAF Regiment. Ken started
his education at Harrogate primary school, moving to school in Leeds and then secondary school at Leeds
Modern School.
On leaving school Ken went to Glasgow University to study Naval Architecture, he spent his summers working
at Thorneycroft’s Shipbuilders where he gained valuable experience.
After gaining a BSc degree he joined Scott Lithgow Shipbuilders in Greenock. In 1978 he joined the Irish Fisheries
Board after which he joined British Shipbuilders at their Newcastle headquarters in charge of the Small Ships
Design Team.
In 1987 he joined Ferguson Shipbuilders where he was employed until Ferguson became a private company.
During this time he was engaged in the design of car ferries, dredgers and vessels for the Northern Lighthouse
Board. He continued to work after retiring and was involved in the design of battery powered car ferries at
present being constructed at Ferguson.
For several years he was an active member of the Council of IESIS. He was also an active member of RINA.
He was also on the Board of the Scottish Maritime Museum at Irvine. For a number of years he was secretary of
the Greenock Art Club and social convener of the Royal Gourock Yacht Club.
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Why join IESIS?
The art and practice of engineering is becoming increasingly complex and multidisciplinary. IESIS is the only
Scottish engineering institution that welcomes members from all sectors of professional engineering.

Our Objectives

(http://www.iesis.org/about.html)
IESIS aims to serve society by:
• providing a forum to debate and discuss engineering issues of key importance to the economy, with the
wider public and with influencers
• supporting and encouraging best practice in engineering education and training at all levels
• promoting professional engineering as a career to young people
• celebrating engineering achievements and explaining the key role of engineering as fundamental to our
quality of life
• providing high quality advice to government and all relevant bodies on matters of public policy that would
benefit from an engineering perspective.
• encouraging effective interchange between industry and higher education to maintain a dialogue on future
developments in engineering

Our activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our lecture programme: We have gained a reputation for having excellent speakers on a wide range of
engineering topics. Most meetings are open to the public.
The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame which celebrates great engineers
The work of the Profeng Group which promotes professional engineering to young people
The work of the Energy Strategy Group, which is promoting the principle to politicians that a systems
approach to energy planning in general and to electricity generation in particular is the way forward
Speaking at Scottish Universities to promote IESIS to students.
The James Watt Dinner - this prestigious dinner is one of the social highlights in the engineering calendar.
Organising visits to sites and works of engineering interest (members only)
Taking part in cultural events such as the Comet Bi-centenary, Tall Ships 2011 and the Titanic Memorial
Service.

Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities to take an active part in Institution affairs, contribute to IESIS objectives, raise issues, join
groups, to have a voice.
Opportunities to meet and network with engineers from all disciplines in a professional, sociable
environment.
Ability to use IESIS post nominals i.e. FIES, MIES
Receipt of regular publications; Transactions and newsletters
Broadening one’s outlook on multi disciplinary engineering matters, via evening presentations, etc.
Attending at the annual James Watt Dinner.
Free access to Glasgow University library.
Having first refusal on ticketed events
Opportunities to visit sites or works of engineering interest
Modest subscription fees

For general enquiries on membership, contact IESIS Secretary: Tel: 0141 248 3721 / Email: secretary@iesis.org
Membership forms are available at - http://www.iesis.org/assets/Files/IESIS_Membership.pdf

Websites
IESIS:
Profeng:

http://www.iesis.org
http://www.profeng.org

Hall of Fame:
http://www.engineeringhalloffame.org
Energy strategy: http://www.iesisenergy.org

